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Context of Study
Objective:
Client X wants to better understand the semiotics of categories and
products to design a new product in oral and personal care.
Target market:
Generation Z + young Millennials

Research Challenge:
1.
2.

Understanding the “Cultural Codes of Health”
Understanding how these codes manifest in oral and personal
care

Deliverable:
1.
2.
3.

A “semiotic map” of the cultural code of health as perceived by
Gen Z and Millenials
An overlay on that map of the various brands within personal
care and oral care - to understand who is leveraging which code
A design brief that helps Client X understand which semiotic
principles (images, languages and shapes) to leverage going
forward
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Methodology
Step 1: Data Extraction - We extracted 25,862 social media posts,
product reviews and product descriptions from digital platforms and
e-commerce websites of 27 Health brands including Personal and Oral
Care (POC).
Step 2: Data Cleansing - Data is denoised using Quilt.AI’s machine
learning algorithms, which removes marketing and fake accounts.
Step 3: Data Analysis - A team of anthropologists, semioticians,
engineers and data scientists work together to further analyse the data.
Using Quilt.AI’s Machine Learning models for image and text. Using this,
themes were extracted and clustered, e.g Enhancement and Potency.
This allowed for 7 key communication clusters and healthcare codes to
be identiﬁed.
Step 4: Communication Strategy - Based on insights gathered from
the data analysis, semiotics cues recommendations for a
communications strategy is proposed
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Semiotic mapping
How are brands signalling health?
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MEANING OF HEALTH
The map of health: 1

VITALITY
Health is inner glow and
vitalism.

In our analysis of the health discourse, we see that there are two
dimensions.
Dimension 1: What is the meaning of health?
●
While at ﬁrst glance it might seem obvious as to what
health means, when we dig through the category
discourse as well as consumer chatter, we note that it has
facets.
○
Health is something that is “restored” - once it has
been taken away; and therefore becoming healthy
is being replenished and therefore protected.
○
Health is “vitality” - something that comes from
within and delivers inner harmony as well as
energy.

RESTORATION
Health is replenishing and
protecting.

The map of health: 2

DELIVERY OF HEALTH

Dimension 2: How is health delivered?
●

●

We see that the delivery of health is not
always linked to an ingredient or
formulation.
There are two key narratives in play:
○
Health is something that delivered
through something powerful - a
potent ingredient that boosts and
transforms OR nourishes and
replenishes.
○
Lifestyle balance - here health is
something delivered through
actions that are not only linked to
the ingredient, but a series of
behaviours that the consumer has
to change.

LIFESTYLE BALANCE
Health is the delivered via
lifestyle change and shifts

POTENT ACTION
Health is accessed through a
boost of essential superfoods
and nutrients

MEANING OF HEALTH

DELIVERY OF HEALTH

VITALITY
Health is inner glow and
vitalism.

LIFESTYLE BALANCE
Health is the delivered via
lifestyle change and shifts

POTENT ACTION
Health is accessed through a
boost of essential superfoods
and nutrients

RESTORATION
Health is replenishing and
protecting.
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Mapping various brands across this map.
Non-POC brands exist in all the quadrants.

Vitality
CLOTHING

TECH

Potent Action

F&B

F&B

F&B

CLOTHING

Lifestyle Balance

F&B

SUPPLEMENTS

SUPPLEMENTS

Restoration

Non-POC brands selected for
later semiotic analysis

Semiotic landscape of POC brands

POC brands also play in every space. Oral care brands dominate one of the quadrants.
Vitality

Lifestyle Balance

Potent Action

Restoration

Clustering the semiotic landscape
Deeper semiotic clusters

Vitality

Radiant Self
Care: 8.4%

Spiritual
Balance:
>1%

Refreshing
Boosters:
10.5%

Socially
Balanced Life:
54.5%

Lifestyle Balance

Potent Action

Playful
Protectors:
16.8%

Strengthening
Bonds: 6.8%
Powerful
Guardians:
3.2%

POC brands

Restoration

Deep-dive into clusters
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Socially Balanced Life

DOMINANT CLUSTER
Size: 54.5% Growth Rate: +13.7%

LIFESTYLE BALANCE
VITALITY

Health is not just about eating well or exercising, it is all
these aspects and living a holistic lifestyle that cares for
others. One has to be empowered to take action in every
aspect of their lives.
How do they communicate this code of health?
Brands in this space talk about revitalising one’s life and
health through embracing one’s “ugliness”, being kind
to each other and living a healthy, balanced lifestyle.
They communicate this through featuring people living
their everyday life helped along by their products and
simple graphics of encouraging quotes.
They use a more nurturing and life-afﬁrming tone to
encourage and engage with consumers. They focus on
building a “we're all in this together” narrative.
Brands: Dove, Fitbit and Lululemon
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Socially Balanced Life: Design cues
Design manifestations:
●
Soft, curved and natural, these brands are blending
into your everyday lives.
●
Soft, curved lines with the use of recyclables to
highlight sustainability stance
●
Nude or muted colours are commonly used to
denote a sense of calm and natural being

Language
used:

Color
palette:
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Socially Balanced Life: Marketing Semiotics
Average No. of
Likes per
Instagram post

Average No. of
Comments per
Instagram post

9,860

122

Graph showing how much each object is shown in this cluster
as compared to the average cluster (detected by the AI engine)

Most common emoji:
Emojis are also engaging and supportive with emojis like
high ﬁves, sparkles and blue hearts being the most
commonly used. The use of the hands as a high ﬁve is used
to support and to give a sense of “we’re all in this together”.
The blue heart is often used to denote hope and steady
love.

Captions most commonly used:
The most commonly used words focus on the
human-centric narratives and relationships e.g.
“self-esteem”, “stories”, “people”, “family”, “community”.

Following the theme, people and simple
graphics tend to be used to communicate
health while products and textural
components of it are rarely used.
|| 15
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Socially Balanced Life: Personal and Oral care
focus

RECAP: Health is about revitalising one’s life and wellbeing
through adopting a balanced lifestyle and forming
meaningful relationships.
How do they communicate this code of health?
Dove takes the nurturing tone one step further by actively
participating in the different social movements such as
body positivity. They are using personal stories as a
platform to express their support for social causes.
Language tends to be more afﬁrmative and the brand
actively engages with their consumers through replying
their comments with personalised and casual replies.
Similar to the other brands in this cluster, they show a
preference for nude and muted shades. In Dove’s case,
white is used as the base for its products. Their bottles also
uses soft curves silhouette with an emphasis of sustainable
materials used.
Brands: Dove
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Spiritual Balance

DORMANT CLUSTER
Size: >1% Growth Rate: -11.6%

LIFESTYLE BALANCE
VITALITY

Health is enjoying life the right way. This means being
spiritually empowered as well as being given healthier
luxury options that can make your day just a bit better.
How do they communicate this code of health?
Brands in this space use spirituality and indulgence as a
way of taking care of one’s well being. Being healthy is
about taking care of one’s spiritual state which can
manifest in inspirational quotes and inner strength.
At the same time, being healthy does not mean denying
oneself of one’s desires. One should instead indulge in
them in healthy ways.
They communicate this through featuring people ﬁnding
balance through their products and inspirational quotes
using simple graphics. At the same time, food shown are
usually more indulgent, with images of desserts and treats
being most commonly identiﬁed.
Brands: Navitas Organic and Herbivore Botanicals
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Spiritual Balance: Design cues
Design manifestations:
●
Rigid, concise and concentrated, these brands are
bringing distilled essence to enrich your lives
●
Rigid lines with emphasis on its textural components
for a sense of contrast and distilled essence
●
Single blocks of warm colours are used to denote a
concentration of natural nutritional values
●
Scientiﬁc information on product is neatly
summarised on packaging in bullet points with a
focus on ingredients
Language
used:

Color
palette:
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Spiritual Balance: Marketing Semiotics
Average No. of
Likes per
Instagram post

Average No. of
Comments per
Instagram post

2,412

69

Graph showing how much each object is shown in this cluster
as compared to the average cluster (detected by the AI engine)

Most common emoji: ✨🌈📲
Emoji is also myth-centric and with stars and rainbows
being the most commonly used. Stars are used to
represent the glow brought about by the products. The
phone emoji is often used to prompt consumers to upload
pictures and get involved with the brand.

Captions most commonly used:
The most commonly used words focus on the skin and
the nutrients that can inﬂuence it e.g. “body”,
“moisture”, “coconut oil”, “glow” and “ingredients”.

Following the theme, Ingredients and texture
tend to be used to communicate health while
person and quotes are rarely used.
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Spiritual Balance: Personal and Oral care focus
RECAP: Health is about leading spiritually empowered lives,
pampered by luxury.
How do they communicate this code of health?
Herbivore Botanicals leans heavily on the spiritual and
indulgent angle with spiritual wellbeing and lifestyle
routines are centric to their messaging.
Ingredient-focused, they use narratives like “mythical
powers”, “power”, “glow” to describe its effects. At the same
time, they are also using ample scientiﬁc terms to
substantiate their claims
Soft pastels and gem-like shapes create a sense of luxury,
spirituality and glamour. With the use of textures and colours
reminiscent of precious materials and plain transparent
bottles, it reﬂects a sense of reﬁned complexity.
Brands: Herbivore Botanicals
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Strengthening Bonds

DORMANT CLUSTER
Size: 6.8% Growth Rate: -5.3%

LIFESTYLE BALANCE
RESTORATION

Health is about restoring one’s health as well as having
an environment friendly and balanced lifestyle.
How do they communicate codes of health?
Brands in this space talk about replenishing one’s
health through the use of natural ingredients that are
incorporated in their products and rebalancing it
through a spectrum of activities such as meditating,
exercising and eating nutritious food.
They communicate this through featuring their
products along with the ingredients in their image
cues while using a fun and playful tone. The brands
also differentiate themselves to be ‘sustainable’
through their use of natural ingredients, processing
and packaging.
Brands: Garden of Life, MindBodyGreen, Naturewise,
Aveeno, Sanex and Tom’s of Maine
|| 21
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Strengthening Bonds: Design cues
Design manifestations:
●
Packaging is simple and straightforward where
labels contain information highlighting list of
ingredients and certiﬁcations (e.g. non-GMO,
organic)
●
Use of beige and brown in packaging design to
suggest earthiness and warm shades to reﬂect
product differentiation
●
Products, together with the main ingredient, are
often featured in images
Language
used:

Color
palette:
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Strengthening Bonds: Marketing Semiotics
Average No. of
Likes per
Instagram post

Average No. of
Comments per
Instagram post

1,676

27

Graph showing how much each object is shown in this cluster
as compared to the average cluster (detected by the AI engine)

In this segment, people and food
ingredients are the most commonly used in
images while the product and nature are
rarely applied.

Most common emoji: 📷💚
The ﬁrst emoji is used by brands MindBodyGreen to
capture moments and memories. The second one is
predominantly used by NatureWise to represent the
the beneﬁts of nature’s goodness to health.
Captions most commonly used:
The most commonly used words in the brands’
messaging focus on “skin” and “health” as well as
nutrients that can inﬂuence it such as “collagen”
and “Protein”.
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Strengthening Bonds: Personal and Oral care
focus
RECAP: Health is about having a balanced lifestyle and
meaningful relationships while being an ethically conscious
consumer.
How do they communicate this code of health?
Personal and oral care brands talk about natural solutions
that can protect and restore the skin and teeth. They
emphasise natural ingredients and eco-friendly formulas
to support their claims and the development of their
products.
They adopt a less serious tone in communicating and use
images featuring a parent and his/her children as well as
groups (often women) to reﬂect the beneﬁts to wellbeing of
having good relationships with others. There is an emphasis
on “human stories” and “lasting connections” as reﬂected
in communications. These brands have expanded the
understanding of health and wellbeing to include social
connections and care for the planet.
Brands: Aveeno, Sanex, Tom’s of Maine
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Radiant Self Care

EMERGING CLUSTER
Size: 8.4% Growth Rate: +4.2%

POTENT ACTION
VITALITY

Health is equated to beauty - enhancing yourself
with a boost of essential nutrients and thereby
achieving a radiant and revitalised look.
How do they communicate the code of health
Brand in this space talk about enriching ourselves
with the necessary nutrients our body and skin needs
to “level up” its outer appearance and give it a glow
that shines from within.
As such, they portray the efﬁcacy of their products by
highlighting its ingredients and the various
enhancing and invigorating effects that comes along
with it.
Brands: Garnier, Neutrogena, Pantene, Right Rice
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Radiant Self Care: Design cues
Design manifestations:
●
Brands in this space use bright and vibrant colors
to give an energetic, refreshing and lively
appearance.
●
Products are shown alongside naturistic elements ﬂowers, fruits, plants not only to represent its scent,
but also as a way to depict its uplifting and
revitalising properties.

Language
used:

Color
palette:
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Radiant Self Care: Marketing Semiotics
Most common emoji: ♀🙌
Average No. of
Likes per
Instagram post

Average No. of
Comments per
Instagram post

1,987

58

Graph showing how much each object is shown in this cluster
as compared to the average cluster (detected by the AI engine)

The ﬁrst emoji is the female symbol and it is used by
Pantene to emphasise that their products are made for
women. Consequently, the second emoji represents
celebration of product launches by brands in this segment.

Captions most commonly used:
Captions focus on beautifying user’s image with
essential nutrients and words such as “beauty”,
“skincare”, “moisture”, “hair” and “protein” are being
used.

Product is the most featured object in social
media posts while images of ingredients,
people and nature are the least used.
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Radiant Self Care: Personal and Oral care focus
RECAP: Health is equated to beauty - enhancing yourself
with a boost of essential nutrients and thereby achieving a
radiant and revitalised look.
How do they communicate this code of health?
There are only personal care brands in this space. They talk
about enhancing the skin and hair with essential nutrients
to give it a radiant glow, giving the user conﬁdence
wherever they go. They emphasize on the functionality of the
product and the after use effect it has on the user.
Marketing posts are targeted and objective-focused in
describing their products and what they can do for the user.
They often feature users of the products in their posts and
portray them as happy, conﬁdent, attractive individuals
which aligns with the code of health that they represent.
Brands: Pantene, Garnier, Neutrogena
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Refreshing Boosters

RECEDING CLUSTER
Size: 10.5% Growth Rate: -1.8%

POTENT ACTION
VITALITY

Health is about feeling refreshed and invigorated
while providing your body and skin with the nutrients
and nourishment it needs.
How do they communicate the code of health?
Brands in this space portray health as having long
lasting energy and revitalization throughout the day.
They add a playful and lighthearted tone in their
marketing posts, as it emphasizes on feeling great
about oneself.
These brands also portray an active, on the go image
in their marketing posts to show how their products
not only give you a refreshing after use feeling, but
also provides the necessary nutrients to keep you
going throughout the day.
Brands: Irish Spring, Nivea, Amazing Grass
|| 29
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Refreshing Boosters: Design cues
Design manifestations:
●
Brands in this space use green and blue to portray
vigor, energy with earthy or pastel shades to give off
a natural, refreshing vibe.
●
Products are mostly shown in an outdoor and
nature setting to signal activeness and
refreshment.
●
They also include many tagged posts from users
that give positive reviews and recommendations in
their product page.
Language
used:

Color
palette:
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Refreshing Boosters: Marketing Semiotics
Average No. of
Likes per
Instagram post

Average No. of
Comments per
Instagram post

293

19

Graph showing how much each object is shown in this cluster
as compared to the average cluster (detected by the AI engine)

Most common emoji: 🌱🏼
The ﬁrst emoji is predominantly used by Amazing Grass
which reﬂects its use of natural ingredients in its products.
The second one represents a fair skin tone. It is used by
Amazing Grass and Nivea to indicate skin transformation.

Captions most commonly used:
Captions talk about giving user’s body a boost through
proper nutrition. Hashtags such as #nourishyourbody,
#holisticnutrition and #getoutthere are commonly
used.

Imagery used by this segment focuses more
on texture that are often accompanied by
messages about the product.
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Refreshing Boosters: Personal and Oral care focus
RECAP: Health is about feeling refreshed and energized by
nourishing your body with nutrients and cleaning away any
dirt stuck on the surface of your skin
How do they communicate this code of health?
Brands talk about a long lasting nourishment for the body
and skin and having a feeling of refreshment after use.
Health is represented as the feeling of revitalisation
throughout the day, preparing the user for any challenges
they might face.
Marketing posts emcompasses many elements of nature
and outdoors to represent refreshment. They adopt humour
and a light hearted tone in their messaging to signal
positivity and emphasize feeling good about oneself.
Brands: Irish Spring, Nivea
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Playful Protectors

DOMINANT CLUSTER
Size: 16.8% Growth Rate: +15.3%

POTENT ACTION
RESTORATION

Health is about enjoying life to its fullest, which is only
possible if your health is as protected as possible. This
space places a high premium on the strength of its
products, but communicates that through fun ways.
How do they communicate this code of health?
Brands in this space represent maintaining a clean bill
of health as a necessary means to enjoy life. As such,
their packaging highlights the efﬁcacy of the product or
the ingredients in achieving increased immunity, whiter
teeth, smoother skin etc.
Because the code’s emphasis is on pleasure rather than
product, brands position their products in the context of
delighting in what life has to offer. The language is
playful and light-hearted, communicating the fun that
awaits consumers after they restore their health with
their products.
Brands: Solaray, Olay, Listerine, Crest
|| 33
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Playful Protectors: Design cues
Design manifestations:
●
Product packaging has 1 solid color as its base to convey
the purity and potency of their products. Solaray’s
rainbow logo, however, does add an element of
playfulness to their supplements.
●
The backgrounds of products, however, are colorful
and/or expressive, overlaying them with a bright sense
of fun.
●
Products, or people who have used the products, are
foregrounded in scenes of enjoyment, giving the
impression that they are responsible for the delight.

Language
used:

Color
palette:
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Playful Protectors: Marketing Semiotics
Average No. of Likes
per Instagram post

Average No. of
Comments per
Instagram post

372

25

Graph showing how much each object is shown in this cluster
as compared to the average cluster (detected by the AI engine)

This segment uses more of its products in
its images as well as texture and quotes to
convey their codes of health. However, it
uses people-centric images less frequent.

Most common emoji: 😁✨
The ﬁrst emoji is used amongst the oral care
brands in this space, demonstrating the clean
teeth and happiness it brings in a broad smile.
The second emoji is used across categories. Not
only does it demonstrate sparkling cleanliness,
but it also also conveys an alluring sense of
playfulness.
Captions most commonly used:
Both the efﬁcacy of products and the pleasant
values they provide life are running themes.
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Playful Protectors: Personal and Oral care
focus
RECAP: Health is the gatekeeper to an exciting and
enjoyable life, so it must be maintained.
How do they communicate this code of health?
Personal and oral care brands in this space employ a
two-pronged strategy to emphasize strong restorative
properties and the pleasures that comes from it.
Through their packaging design, where only 1-2 bold
colors are used, they convey a no-nonsense, effective
tone. Their marketing posts, however, portray products
as sources of enjoyment. Humor, such as meme
humor, is often employed in their social media
advertisements, where it is utilized to drive the narrative
of having fun after personal or oral care has been
conducted.
Brands: Olay, Listerine, Crest
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Powerful Guardians

EMERGING CLUSTER
Size: 3.2% Growth Rate: +6.8%

POTENT ACTION
RESTORATION

Health is about returning any depleted health condition to
its original level and preventing that standard from
dropping. With the prevalent medicalization of health,
science and technology plays a critical role in Powerful
Guardian brands’ messaging.
How do they communicate this code of health?
Because this code of health has been around for a while,
these brands emphasize their use of the latest
technologies and scientiﬁc formula. This is not only how
they communicate the code but also how they demonstrate
that they are the best at maintaining and replenishing
health.
They employ a professional but friendly tone in their
messaging, with phrases such as “scientiﬁcally proven” and
“specially formulated” to reassure customers of their
efﬁcacy. Since their goal is restoration, they market their
products as carefully engineered to target and solve
speciﬁc problems.
Brands: Sensodyne, Oral B, Client X, Onnit, Usana
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Powerful Guardians: Design cues
Design manifestations:
●
Client X, Oral-B, Usana and Onnit both use rounded fonts,
signaling protection from disease, while Sensodyne uses a
sharp font to signal its ability to solve its target issue with high
accuracy.
●
Black, silver, blue and white are the common colors across all
ﬁve brands’ color palette, conveying sleek professionalism and
and engineered potency.
●
Faithful to the scientiﬁc method, brands post images with
visual cues that act as evidence of their products’ efﬁcacy.

Language
used:

Color
palette:
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Powerful Guardians: Marketing Semiotics
Average No. of Likes
per Instagram post

Average No. of
Comments per
Instagram post

1,502

109

Graph showing how much each object is shown in this cluster
as compared to the average cluster (detected by the AI engine)

Most common emojis: 📸👆😁🦷
The camera emoji is used most often by USANA, as they often repost
photos from their customers and credit them, implying their brand’s
popularity. The pointing upward ﬁnger emoji used by Onnit conveys
authority and leadership. The last two emojis are most common
amongst the oral care brands. The ﬁrst demonstrates the clean teeth
and happiness their products bring in a broad smile. The second is a
straightforward signpost of the products’ target site. The tooth’s
whiteness is a promise of what the consumer will achieve after using
the products.
Most common words:
The friendly but professional tone is hinted at here with the
prevalence of both words associated with warmth and product
terms. It should be noted that POC brands in this space do not
have many posts on their Instagram.

Images used by this segment features
graphics and photographs more frequently
than nature and ingredients.
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Powerful Guardians: Oral care focus
RECAP: Health is about returning any depleted health
condition, usually physical, to its original level and
protecting it.
How do they communicate this code of health?
This space only has oral brands in it. Because their locus of
action is so site-speciﬁc, these brands emphasize their
products’ powerful cleaning properties and the
protective barriers they provide against oral disease. Client
X and Oral-B have a range of different products that target
different oral issues.
In terms of packaging, silver and blue is commonly used to
convey the sterile, clinical and controlled efﬁcacy
commonly associated with oral care (although Client X’s
signature red does give the brand a warmer tone).
Brands: Sensodyne, Oral B, Client X
|| 40
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-

-

-

Playful Protectors and Socially
Balanced Life are the largest spaces
with the most growth
Powerful Guardians and Radiant Self
Care are emerging spaces, with growing
interest in these spaces
While high in volume, Refreshing
Boosters shows signs of recession with
slightly negative growth
Spiritually Balanced and Strengthening
Bonds are declining spaces with low
volume and low growth

High growth

% Rate of Growth in Searches
(1st Half 2019 to 2nd Half 2019)

-

Low growth

Summary:
Sizing and Rate
of Growth

Emerging
Low volume, high growth

Playful
Protectors

Dominant

High volume, high
growth

Socially
Balanced Life
Powerful
Guardians

Radiant
Self Care

Refreshing
Boosters

Strengthening
Bonds

Dormant

Spiritually
Balanced
Low
volume

Low volume, low
growth

Receding

High volume, low growth

Volume of Searches
(number of searches from 2019)

High
volume
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socially balanced
life

spiritual balance

strengthening
bonds

radiant self care

Color Palette
Spaces
Occupied

Description of
health code in
cluster

lifestyle
balance

vitality

Brands in this space view
health as revitalising one’s
life and wellbeing through
embracing social causes
and a balanced lifestyle

lifestyle
balance

Health is about enjoying life
the right way through
spiritual empowerment and
healthier indulgence

refreshing
boosters

potent
action

vitality

vitality

There is a strong emphasis
on health as reinvigoration,
provided by giving body
and skin the necessary
nutrients

lifestyle
balance

These brands espouse the
view that health is achieved
through a balanced lifestyle,
with meaningful
relationships while being an
ethical consumer

playful
protectors

potent
action

restoration

restoration

Brands in this space
advocate maintaining one’s
health as the necessary
means to enjoy life fully.

potent
action

Health in this space is about
achieving a radiant look
through enhancing the
body with essential
nutrients

powerful
guardians

potent
action

vitality

restoration

Health in this space is about
restoring any depleted
(physical) health condition
and maintaining it.

Communication strategy
What are the best semiotic principles
to leverage?
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Socially Balanced Life: Semiotic cues
As the biggest segment, we see how conversations around health for Gen
Z and young millennials have transitioned into broader themes of ﬁtness,
mental well-being and social activism. Health has to become an
empowerment space where individuals are motivated to take action in every
aspect of their lives.
What resonates with young consumers is the authenticity of brands
embracing self-care (embracing one’s “ugliness) and being kind to one
another.
Images:
Imagery for marketing the product should people-centric with the use of
some graphic to emphasize statements and viewpoints.
The focus is on embracing all consumers. This can be in the form of
supporting social causes and re-deﬁning beauty stereotypes. Social causes
should be ones that feel close to home such as bullying or ageism.
People-centric, spotlight on these diversity and marginal communities help
to spark conversations and help young consumers feel seen.
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Socially Balanced Life: Semiotic cues
Language
Language should be nurturing and life-afﬁrming without being
too paternalistic. Brands should be portrayed as empowering the
consumers rather than dictating their actions. This down-to-earth
tone can be done through through using their social media as a
platform to share consumer’s personal stories and actively replying
to consumer’s comments with personalised and casual replies.
The core messaging should focus on “We're all in this together and
using our product is one way to demonstrate that” narrative.
Shape
Packaging shape should be curved but simpliﬁed in nude and
muted shades. The use of curved lines highlight it’s natural stance
and wholesomeness. While the soft colour tones are used to
denote a sense of calm and natural being, recyclable materials
should also be used to to highlight sustainability stance.
At the same time, the brand should stand out with soft authority,
similar to Dove with its cursive font and gold and royal blue
accents.
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Refreshing Boosters: Semiotic cues
Refreshing Boosters paints the picture where health is equated to nourishing
the body and skin with essential nutrients, thereby giving one a revitalised
feeling
What should you show:
1.
Product is able to effectively clean/enhance the user’s body/skin
2.
Product has a long lasting revitalizing effect
3.
Points 1 and 2 translates to higher energy level, positivity and
motivation to throughout the rest of the day.
Images
Marketing images should associate the product with naturistic and outdoor
elements such as plants and ﬂowers or gardens and waterfalls to augment
the “freshness” and “active” factor of the product.
Warm and bright colors such as red, yellow and orange should be used to
signal energy and vibrance. Cool colors such as green and clue and be used
to give off a refreshing vibe.
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Refreshing Boosters: Semiotic cues
Language
Tone used should be playful, energetic and motivational. Key message
conveyed should in be in line with the brands’ code of health - “using our
products grants you the feeling of being invigorated, pumped, and ready to
take on the day.”
In addition to the tone, brands also focused their messaging on issues that
appeal to GenZ and Millennial populations such as equal rights, gender
equality and environmental protection. An example of this is Nivea’s
messaging on “soft is powerful” and Irish Spring’s soap boxes made from
recycled materials. By using such language, they are able to rebrand
themselves from being known as well-established to socially responsible
brands.
Shape
Packaging should be minimalistic with some noticeable ﬂairs.
Nivea’s products mostly adopt cylindrical bottles with gentle curves while
using white for its base accompanied by simplistic designs to signal
cleanliness.
Irish Spring bottles are “grip shaped” to give off an “on the go” and masculine
vibe. Their designs incorporate elements of water and nature to show its
refreshing properties.
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Playful Protectors: Semiotic cues
The Playful Protectors cluster is closest to the Client X brand on the
semiotic landscape map; both clusters demonstrate their products’
efﬁcacy at improving/maintaining health. Nonetheless, Playful
Protectors draw from the cultural code that espouses health as the
gatekeeper to an exciting, enjoyable life. Gen Z and younger Millennials
highly treasure meaningful experiences, so Client X-Client X should also
demonstrate that your young consumers’ lives will be full of vibrant
experiences after they use your products
Images
Any imagery on the product packaging should be minimal. Colors
should be few and bold, in order to communicate the efﬁcacy of the
product. Using green (associated with health and abundance) or
orange (associated with fun) will help products stand out from the
common use of reds and blues in the POC category.
Marketing images on social media should showcase products involved
in dynamic and colorful activities. Consumers should be able to see a
direction connection between product usage, improved health and the
fun activity. Humor is a simple yet effective way to communicate this,
e.g. “I can scream as loud as I want on roller coasters without bothering
my fellow riders with my bad breath!”
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Playful Protectors: Semiotic cues
Language
An enticing tone should be used with emotive language to
persuade consumers. The core messaging should run along the lines
of “Using this product is the only thing between you and good health
and wonderful experiences.”
Shapes
Packaging shapes should be straightforward with small but
noticeable ﬂourishes. A good example would be Olay’s containers the font is very sharply angled and they have straight lines on the top
and bottom to communicate practical efﬁcacy, but they add a slight
twist to the right angles. This includes slightly curved sides or straight
lines that are at an angle, hinting at the unexpected, freedom and
fun.
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In Sum
socially balanced life

Main
Messaging

Use our products to participate in an
inclusive and empowering space for
self-care and building meaningful
relationships

Image cues

People-centric, with a focus on
championing social causes and breaking
beauty norms. Soft, nude colors.

Language
cues

Inclusive and life-afﬁrming language, e.g.
sharing consumers’ personal stories on
your platform

Shape cues

Curves and accents that give the
impression of gentle authority

refreshing boosters
Use our products to feel reinvigorated
to tackle any challenge that comes
your way
Wild, natural imagery. A combination of
cool, refreshing colors and warm, vibrant
tones.

playful protectors
Use our products to enjoy vibrant
experiences without any health worries

Solid-colored products juxtaposed
against dynamic and colorful scenes.
Green and/or orange colors.

Energetic and inspirational tones,
branching out to support social causes
such as environmentalism or equal rights

Emotive language, with an alluring tone

Minimalistic and ergonomic, with
prominent ﬁnishes tailored to target
audience

Simple, straightforward packaging, with
small but fun twists.
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Ready, Set,
Stitch
angad@quilt.ai
melissa@quilt.ai
chichi@quilt.ai
shao@quilt.ai
gem@quilt.ai

Summary & Way forward
Socially Balanced
Life

Spiritual Balance

Strengthening
Bonds

Radiant Self Care

Refreshing
Boosters

Playful Protectors

Powerful
Guardians

54.5%

>1%

6.8%

8.4%

10.5%

16.8%

3.1%

Who are the key players
in this space?

Dove, Fitbit,
Lululemon

Herbivore
Botanicals,
Navitas
Organics

Aveeno, Sanex,
MindBodyGreen,
Garden of Life,
Tom’s of Maine,
NatureWise

Garnier,
Neutrogena,
Pantene, Right
Rice

Irish Spring,
Nivea, Amazing
Grass

Olay, Listerine,
Crest

Sensodyne,
Oral-B, Client X

What is the code of
Health?

Revitalising
one’s life and
health through
embracing
social causes
and balanced
lifestyle

Enjoying life the
right way
through
spiritual
empowerment
and healthier
indulgence

Having a
balanced lifestyle
with meaningful
relationships
while being an
ethical consumer

Achieving a
radiant look
through
enhancing the
body with
essential
nutrients

Long lasting
feeling of
refreshment by
providing body
and skin with
necessary
nutrients

Maintaining
one’s health is
necessary to
enjoy life

Restoring any
depleted
(physical) health
and maintaining
it

What are the design
cues?

Use of soft
curved lines and
nude, muted
colours

Rigid and
intense
monotone
shades of
colours

Use of silver and
shades of brown
in images and
packaging

Use of bright,
vibrant colors
along with
natural
elements

Use of warm
colors along
with outdoor,
naturistic
elements

Use of a few
bold colors in
packaging, set
against colorful
backgrounds

Use of white and
shades of red or
blue in
packaging and
imagery

How big is this space?
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Semiotic landscape of non-POC brands
Non-POC brands are not existent in one of the quadrants
Vitality
CLOTHING

TECH
F&B

Potent Action

F&B

F&B

CLOTHING

F&B

SUPPLEMENTS

SUPPLEMENTS

Restoration

Lifestyle Balance

Playful Protectors: Design cues
Design manifestations:
●
Product packaging consists of only 1-2 bold colors,
conveying a no-nonsense and effective tone. White also
appears often, as it communicates cleanliness especially
important to oral care.
●
The backgrounds of products, however, are colorful and
expressive, overlaying them with a bright sense of fun.
●
Products are foregrounded in scenes of enjoyment,
giving the impression that they are responsible for the
delight.

Language
used:

Color
palette:
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Playful Protectors: Marketing Semiotics
Average No. of Likes
per Instagram post

Average No. of
Comments per
Instagram post

299.4

25

Graph showing how much each object is shown in this cluster
as compared to the average cluster (detected by the AI engine)

This segment uses more of its products in
its images as well as texture and quotes to
convey their codes of health. However, it
uses people-centric images less frequent.

Most common emoji: 😁✨
The ﬁrst emoji is used amongst the oral care
brands in this space, demonstrating the clean
teeth and happiness it brings in a broad smile.
The second emoji is used across categories. Not
only does it demonstrate the sparkling
cleanliness, but it also also conveys an alluring
sense of playfulness.
Most common words:
Both the efﬁcacy of products and the pleasant
values they provide life are running themes.
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Powerful Guardians: Design cues
Design manifestations:
●
Client X and Oral-B both use rounded fonts, signaling
protection from oral disease, while Sensodyne uses a sharp
font to signal its ability to solve its target issue with high
accuracy.
●
Silver and blue are the common colors across all three brands’
color palette; convey the sterile, clinical and engineered potency
commonly associated with oral care (although Client X’s
signature red does give the brand a warmer tone).
●
Faithful to the scientiﬁc method, brands post images with visual
cues that act as evidence of their products’ efﬁcacy.

Language
used:

Color
palette:
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Powerful Guardians: Marketing Semiotics
Average No. of Likes
per Instagram post

Average No. of
Comments per
Instagram post

906.8

140.7

Graph showing how much each object is shown in this cluster
as compared to the average cluster (detected by the AI engine)

Most common emojis: 😁🦷
The ﬁrst emoji is used amongst the oral care brands in this
space, demonstrating the clean teeth and happiness it
brings in a broad smile. The second is a straightforward
signpost of the products’ target site. The tooth’s whiteness
is a promise of what the consumer will achieve after using
the products.
Most common words:
The friendly but professional tone is hinted at
here with the prevalence of both words
associated with warmth and product terms. It
should be noted that brands in this space do not
have many posts on their Instagram.

Images used by this segment features
graphics and photographs more frequent
than nature and ingredients.
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New clusters formed:

Oral care brands dominate the Potent Action-Restoration quadrant
Vitality
In the Potency-Restoration Quadrant, we
ﬁnd the creation of two new clusters
comprising only of oral and personal care
brands, which means only they generate
the cultural codes of health in this
quadrant. Oral care brands, in particular,
dominate this space.
This is unsurprising, as oral brands have
traditionally emphasized their products’
powerful cleaning properties and the
protective barriers they provide against
oral disease. This is especially the case for
oral care brands since their locus of action
is so site-speciﬁc.
Oral brands then have the opportunity to
move into new spaces, unoccupied by
rivals. This will be discussed later in the
report.

Potent
Action

Lifestyle
Balance

Playful Protectors

Powerful Guardians

Restoration

